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Opinion

The need to acquire, develop and update the competences of people with disabilities is strengthened, one of them, being Emotional Intelligence (IE here in after) as an educational, which will translate into a better qualification in the current demands on access to the labor market for people with disabilities. In fact, today, the globalization, the liberalization of markets, and the fall of trade and technological gates have made it necessary for students to increasingly strengthen their solid training at different levels: theoretical, practical and emotional [1].

The practice of EI as a competence in the field of education demonstrates that it can provide successful results in individual performance, in interpersonal relationships, in management work and in different areas of the lives of disabled people.

Among the measures to ensure the promotion of employment for people with disabilities must be taken into account in addition the environment (legislation, awareness raising through the reporting of social and economic agents), the economic aspects (recruitment subsidies, bonuses of employers contribution, adaptive aids to jobs), the technical support (depending on the disability and its degree), besides, the acquisition of educational competence, EI.

We must not forget that the integration of people with disabilities in companies is a current topic, so the fact, of hiring people with disabilities is an added value for companies that do, it is not to be isolated, from the initiatives that arise. More and more, in our society, is crucial to pay attention to the conditions of safety and health in the work of the people affected by some degree of their disability.

Nor should we forget the fact that people with disabilities have the skills and competences to successfully develop employment, provided that, like any other person, who are properly trained for their personal, academic, professional and social development. Thus, one aspect that must be taken into account when it comes to achieving a successful strategy for the inclusion of persons with disabilities in the work place is to show that they work on equal opportunities and that they are recognized as having a potential talent, being the practice of EI, therefore a fundamental educational strategy for the achievement of that objective, as we noted earlier.

Finally, the vision of the disability of people today has evolved. However, it is still essential that society continues to make progress in raising awareness of the importance of inclusion and diversity, as part of equal opportunities, for disabled people to enter the labor market, to provide thereby a decrease of educational and employment gap of people with disabilities.

Conclusion

Disability does not have to be a limitation for the success in the employability and the leadership in the educative and/or labor scope. It is also worth noting that, as the progress of the acceptance of disability is one of the ongoing challenges, continues to be the achievement of real and effective equalization of equal opportunities for inclusion in all academic, work and social. In fact, for disabled people entering the workforce, not only improving their employability, but also insertion into employment, breaking the material and social barriers on the capacities of disabled people. In addition, we must keep in mind that it is advisable that the starting point of acceptance of the change of attitude towards the disabled person should be forged from the family nucleus, for the benefit not only of the disabled member but of the family in general, which will undoubtedly have a very positive impact on the academic and professional training of the disabled person in the first instance, and the rest of society too.
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